Abstract. This paper presents a method which improves the thickness of the prediction model. At the same time, it builds up a SVM prediction model based on MATLAB simulation experiment. By comparing the simulation curves of the mechanism model and SVM regression prediction, it apparently can be seen that thickness-output precision effectively improved, which is good to on-line identification of the thickness control.
Introduction
Metallurgical industry at home and abroad pay more attention to the quality of the plate strip, especially the dimensions, the thickness accuracy has become one of the important indicators. And precision problem of thickness control has restricted the product quality improvement. Through improving the predictive accuracy of strip thickness and achieving more precise control, the plate band steel production play a crucial role.
The thickness predicted system is the important method of plate strip thickness accuracy based on mechanism model, its purpose is to realize the precise control online. However, environment is more complex due to the continuous strip production, the mechanism model is difficult to establish. The mechanism of the model we used is got after ignoring and simplifying some of the factors .In continuous production, rolling technology is more complex and include unknown factors of the uncertainty, these factors are difficult to establish accurate mathematical model. Therefore, the use of a large amount of wealth in the process of actual production data modeling and control become inevitable choice.
The SVM prediction model based on the thickness
Vapnik put forward a kind of novel machine learning method of support vector machine (SVM): the basic idea of SVM input sample space is mapped to high-dimensional feature space by using kernel functions, to find an optimal classification plane in high dimensional space. Through SVM processing, to obtain the nonlinear mapping relationship between variable input and variable output. It is often used when the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm in dealing with small sample, nonlinear and function fitting problems.In fact, the algorithm of support vector machine (SVM) is a convex quadratic optimization problem, the solution is global optimal solution. At present, support vector machine (SVM) get more successful applications in bioinformatics face and gesture recognition, text classification and so on.
Support vector machine (SVM) regression algorithm of linear and nonlinear. For linear regression problem, given the training set ( ) 
Linear separable problem is also a convex quadratic optimization problem. To solve the problem, we introduce the Lagrange function, as formula(3).
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It can be described by the formula above, as formula (5). ( ) ( For nonlinear regression problem, it need to complete the following two aspects: first, it will realize the mapping from the original sample space to a high-dimensional space using a nonlinear mapping function . Second, it should analyze by using the method of linear regression in the high dimension space. So the key of dealling with nonlinear regression problem is to ask the mapping function, thus the problem become optimize the formula(3) of under the constraint conditions as formula(9). , exp 2
The SVM prediction model based on matlab simulation experiment
It should establish strip finishing exit thickness prediction model by Libsvm toolkit. Algorithm process as shown in figure 1 . By the simulation results contrast curve can be concluded that the prediction algorithm based on support vector machine (SVM) can be a very good prediction, the export of steel strip thickness and comparison with actual measurement results of error and absolute error generally smaller than mechanism model. Description based on support vector machine (SVM) algorithm in optimal problems of strip steel thickness control has significant advantages.
Conclusion
This paper establishes the prediction model based on SVM and thickness. But for complex actual rolling process, it's just taken the first step and still have a lot of work to do.It can do layered with a large number of historical data from the field, and realize the offline collection system of layered modeling.
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